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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the processing, the pottery has been dealt with in its stratigraphical groups, and
this is continued in the report. The report on the sarnian has been arranged separately, and is
limited to the potters' stamps and those decorated pieces which are of special interest since the
whole collection is residual, mf. 1/5, and fig. 39. The report on the mortaria has been fully
integrated into the pottery groups, and the discussion into the fabric classification.

The vessel-forms have not been classified; but to aid the recording of small and indeterminate
body sherds which could not usefully be drawn, as well as to reduce repetition in the des
criptions, the fabrics have been classified, mf. 1/5. The classification was based on the super
ficial characteristics of the ware and the inclusions - the grain-size and texture of the ware, the
presence of visible mica and quartz, the size, colour, type and density of inclusions, and finally
the colour, the combined result of the presence of impurities, particularly iron compounds, and
the firing conditions. When such methods of classification have been used, it is essential to
realise that fabrics which are superficially identical, need not be from the same source, while
dissimilar fabrics need not be from different potteries. Only a long-term and intensive
programme of analysis may be able to settle some of the questions raised by the fabric class
ification, but this is beyond the resources available at present.

Hand-made vessels are specified as such in the report, while in the descriptions of the
remaining vessels, it is understood that they were wheel-thrown.

The parallels quoted are limited to those which, if not identical, are very similar in both form
and fabric so could be considered to be of the same date and even from the same, or closely
related sources to the Cirencester pottery. All the relevant sherds have been examined. In some
cases, although the parallels quoted are from published sites, they could not be identified in the
relevant report. .

THE POTTERY GROUPS

It was decided to publish in full the pottery from the following groups from sites CS and CT
despite various reservations because of the date and qualiry of the assemblages.

The evidence from sites CS and CT has to be used with caution since the finds from the
lowest layers were almost certainly not derived from occupation in the immediate area, rather
were introduced from elsewhere, probably from somewhere in the town centre, during rubbish
disposal or area clearance. The time lag between the use of the pottery, its initial discarding and
final dumping outside the town defences, and the erection of the building (CT) and the cutting
of the first burials in areas of CS, could be greater than the pottery and coins suggest. The lack
of previous occupation in the areas CS and CT has had the advantage of limiting the date range
of the residual pottery, while the absence of extensive re-building operations during the short
period of occupation, coupled with the fact that there were no post-Roman building and anti
quarian activities has resulted in unusually undisturbed stratification for a site in Cirencester.
Very few sites excavated to date within the area of the Roman town can offer either of these
conditions, never mind both, and they off-set the initial disadvantages of CS and CT.

The assemblages are of particular interest because they include ranges of forms and fabrics
which are poorly represented in stratified groups from sites in the town centre, and are not even
numerous amongst the unstratified material. If evidence from town sites alone had been
available, what were in fact standard products, would have been considered as comparatively
rare 'imports', e.g. mortaria like nos. 3, 49-51, flagons like nos. 8 and 63-4, and tankards like
nos. 13 and 72-4. Typical Severn Valley ware wide-mouthed necked jars, with characteristic
hooked rims, like nos. 89 and 140, would appear to be extremely rare, and the Alice Holt
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potteries would have been left with even fewer rims to its name. The most numerous and
complete examples of colour-coated wares imported from Central Gaul and the Rhineland,
including "motto" beakers, are those found on sites CS and CT. Clearly the sources of all these
types, whether local or not, were more important to the life and economy of Cirencester than
the previous evidence from the town centre sites suggested. The finds imply the existence
somewhere in the region of at least one major pottery specialising in flagons and mortaria, and
possibly both, in the third century. (See Fabrics 88 and 97).

Building CT, with its fairly extensive groups from below and above the building, has
provided some internal evidence for filling-out the scope and chronology of pottery reaching
the town in the third and early fourth centuries by providing the widest range of fabric and
form associations for the period found to date. There are smaller and more limited comparable
groups from stratified contexts within the town, in particular site AH and Parsonage Field
1959, and also from unstratified contexts on the site of the Beeches town house (sites CQ, CX,
CY and DE; see McWhirr, 1973), and from Parsonage Field, Insula IV (sites AH and AX
excavated by J.S. Wacher, and areas excavated 1958-9, Rennie, 1971, and Richardson, 1962
Fig. 3, 11-30). The additional groups support the associations and dating evidence indicated by
sites CS and CT. Supporting negative evidence is provided by the absence of parallels from the
very large groups of pottery from make-up layers of second century date which occur exten
sively in the town centre, from the first phase of the town rampart, and also from the late
fourth or fifth century deposits.

Considering the stratigraphically earliest groups, the layers lying on natural sub-soil, CS 72-3
8 layer 7 and those pre-dating building CT, the earliest pottery could be late Antoninc in date,
with little or nothing which needs to be earlier than A.D. 180, while most, with the exception
of the samian, could be of third century date. The mortaria span the late second-early third
century period but with the addition of pieces from the Oxford potteries which should post
date A.D. 270 (see mf, 1/5). Amongst the products of the regional potteries, there is one type
which has not yet been identified from any site in the town centre, no. 51 in Fabric 88. Taking
the sites in turn, the group from site CS 72-3 8 layer 7, appears to have accumulated after A.D.
180 according to the samian, but more particularly after A.D. 200, until c. A.D. 250. There are
some sherds, including the sherd of Oxford red-slipped ware (Fabric 83) and the flanged dish in
B.B.l, which post-date A.D. 250. The scarcity of types of later third century date, suggests
that these pieces could have been intruded when the rubbish accumulation was being moved to
its final dumping ground On site CS. Although there are flagons and mortaria in white slipped
ware, Fabric 88, there are no flagons and mortaria in white slipped ware, Fabric 88, there are no
flagons in the closely related orange-brown burnished ware, Fabric 97, possibly indicating a
considerable difference in the date of their introduction - Fabric 88 in the late second century,
Fabric 97 in the mid-third century. The probable products of the White Hill Farm kiln
complex, Wanborough, do not figure particularly largely in a rim count, but elearly this pro
duction centre was· already a significant supplier to Cirencester.

The layers immediately above layer 7, layers 5 and 6, became contaminated with later
material. However, excluding the obviously modern sherds, they produced basically the same
assemblages, covering the same period. The next successive layer, layer 4, while also producing
very similar groups, included sherds from six vessels in Oxford red-slipped wares, two bowls
of samian form 31, one sarnian form 38, one carinated bowl and two beakers. The earliest
burials in this particular area of the cemetery, site CS 72-3 8, are cut into layer 7, and once the
area had been officially taken over as a burial ground, it can scarcely have been available for the
disposal of rubbish in any quantity, the possibility exists therefore, that at least some of the
apparently later pottery typified by the Oxford products from layer 4, had been disturbed from
layers 5-7, when the graves were being dug. In such a case, it becomes more likely that later
pieces were not intruded, and that the original accumulation of the rubbish later to turn up in
layers 5-7, was still accumulating after c. A.D. 270, which effects the dating of the first burials
in the area of CS 72-3 8, moving it to considerably later than A.D. 270.

Although the groups from below the building are similar to that from CS 72-3 8 layer 7, the
proportion of material dated to after A.D. 250 or 270, is greater, this being typified by the
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greater number of Oxford products, both cream and red-slipped wares (Fabrics 83 and 84). As
with site CS, either the rubbish was still accumulating until after A.D. 270, or else the later
pottery was intruded at the time of final dumping or when the building was being erected.
Despite the unresolved problems, the earliest groups from sites CS and CT illustrate the range
of pottery reaching Cirencester in the middle period of the third century.

The rnortaria arc from quite different sources to those from early-to-mid-second century
contexts elsewhere in the town, but they show marked continuity with those found in late
second century deposits, and represent a much more varied range of sources than were available
later, in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D .. There are imports from the Rhineland, while the
south-east is represented by wall-sided rnortaria from either Kent of Colchester. Three centres
shared evenly the major part of the market - the south-west, the exact location being
unknown, but possibly local to Cirencester; the Mancetter-Harrshill potteries (65170 miles); and
the Oxfordshire potteries (40/5 miles). In the earlier groups the Oxfordshire products arc
almost exclusively cream wares, but some wall-sided vessels in red-slipped wares appear in the
second half of the third century. All three sources arc represented here by products of the late
second as well as the third century.

The specialised colour-coated wares also show a diversity of sources different to those from
early and mid-second century contexts. Imports from the Rhineland and Central Gaul account
for almost half of the recorded finds, but the biggest group of sherds arc of 'Castor' ware
fabrics within the range of the lower Nene Valley and New Forest potteries, although they are
not all necessarily from these sources. Other sources include more possible imporst from Gaul
or the Rhineland (Fabric 80), the New Forest, Oxford and a local one, probably in the Swindon
area. The proportions must have been affected by the "family heirloom principle" which
appears to distort the discarding of finc, specialised and imported wares to a greater or lesser
extent. Allowing for this, the assemblages do indicate the sources for colour-coated wares in the
earlier part of the third century. The vast majority of vessel-forms represented arc beakers, with
just one open bowl and one closed form, probably a flagon.

The sources for the flasks and flagons appear to be more limited than those for mortaria and
colour-coated wares, being firmly orientated to local and regional sources in the south-west, in
particular Fabrics 88, 97, 95 and 96. With the exception of vessels in Fabric 95, the flasks and
flagons arc neatly made and well finished with burnished surfaces, whether slipped or self
coloured, and include some rare variants, like nos. 58, 63 and 127. The potters making flagons
in Fabrics 88, 97 and 96, were obviously skilled and specialised, and if the dating of their
products at Cirencester is correct, they could be considered as innovators rather than mere
copyists of products of the colour-coated ware factories. They could have been producing
flagons with cordoned and flanged necks at least as early, and possibly earlier than potters in the
New Forest and Oxford.

Black-burnished wares constitute more than half of the groups by volume, exeluding samian,
They account for almost all the identified platters, and dishes; the largest group ofjar rims and
bases, and the most complete profiles. Dishes with flanged rims arc only just represented,
suggesting that they were not common until the second half of the third century. Those with
grooved pie-dish rims, like no. 136, are much more common, indicating an introduction earlier
in the third century, if not the late second. But pie-dishes are by far the most common dish
type, the numbers probably being inflated by the presence of doubly residual second century
examples.

Local wares, of which Fabric 98 is numerically by far the most important, appear in forms
which would not compete directly with B.B.1 products, a trend first apparent in second
century contexts, but which is much more obvious in later groups, despite some attempts at
'copies'. The fabrics include both oxidised and reduced versions Of the same wares, the latter
being more numerous, and the finish is usually matt, for the usc of the burnishing tool was
limited. The range of forms includes types which are considered characteristic of the Severn
Valley potteries - flanged bowls and tankards, as well as necked jars and wide-mouthed
necked jars, with or without a cordon at the base of the neck. Vessels which on the grounds of
both form and fabric arc typical of the Severn Valley ware products arc only just represented,
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being limited to bowls with applied handles at the rim, and necked jars with hooked rims. The
significance of the trade in pottery from sources to the north, in the Severn Valley, depends to
some extent on how widely the definition is interpreted owing to the extent of the overlap of
forms with the local potteries in north Wiltshire, near Swindon.

The later groups from above the abandoned building, although not sealed, are sufficiently
undisturbed to indicate the trends of pottery supply in the early fourth century. There are
considerable differences from the groups which pre-date the building.

The specialised wares, mortaria and colour-coated wares, are dominated by Oxford products
almost to the exclusion of all else, although there are still sherds from Castor ware beakers,
probably from the lower Neue Valley. From a simple sherd count, it appears that the source of
flagons in Fabric 95 dried-up sometime in the mid-third century, for the majority in the later
groups are in Fabrics 88 and 97. Locally produced coarse wares are still limited to non-B.B.l
forms, with the exception of the occasional copy, like nos. 148 and 167. The shallow dish, no.
167 is in a micaceous grey-black ware with a highly burnished finish, and it may be the fore
runner from a production centre which made wheel-made copies of B.B.l forms which begin
to show up in groups from mid-fourth century contexts. Severn Valley ware products are more
frequent than in the earlier group, so would appear to have been more plentiful in the early
fourth century. No bowls or tankards could be identified in the later groups, so that trade may
have been limited to the necked jars, like rios. 89 and 140, which suggests that it was the

. contents rather than the vessels which were being traded.
The B.B.l producers were still dominating trade in cooking-pots, dishes and platters, but a

comparison of the early and late groups would appear to illustrate major changes. Flanged
dishes now outnumber the other two basic types, while the number of narrow-shouldered jars,
with wide flaring rim, similar to Gillam 147, and decorated with a narrow band of markedly
obtuse-angled lattice, has increased, apparently at the expense of the more hybrid intermediate
jar types, like no. 31 (see mf. 115). The apparent simple progression suggested by the quantities
of each dish type is complicated by the presence in groups from various sites in the town, of
deep, carinated and chamfered bowls, with grooved pie-dish or flanged rims, in typical B.B.l,
but in contexts dating from the late first to the mid-second century. Unless the almost complete
wall depth is extant, the classification of the form cannot be absolutely definite in all cases, and
in addition, the dating of so-called local copies of B.B.l forms is rendered even more obscure.

Datable pieces from the group sealing the building, suggest that the pottery was
accumulating in the first half of the fourth century, possibly before A.D. 330. The quantity and
range of products from the Oxford potteries in red-slipped wares are notably limited to
beakers, several of which are Hunt Cups, and the bowls which were directly influenced by
samian forms 31, 38 and 45. There are no identified examples of the forms thought to be
characteristic of the period after A.D. 320 - necked jars, necked bowls and dimpled .bowls 
nor of the decoration common in the later period - scroll patterns in white slip, rouletted
patterns or stamps. (See Young, 1977, for the full discussion of the dating of the fabrics, forms
and decoration). Possibly of significance only to the Circncestcr region is the rate and scope of
the introduction of Oxford products in the later third and fourth centuries.

No examples of the cream slipped Fabric 84 were found below the building. They frequently
shared the same matrices as the red slipped Fabric 83, as well as sharing the forms of the
self-coloured cream Fabric 90, both of which are well represented. On the grounds that they
shared the same forms and matrices, all three wares have conventionally been dated to the same
period. Also absent from below the building, are the red-slipped wares which are considered by
Young (1977) to have been made in Gloucestershire because their provenances are concentrated
in the north of the county (e.g. Fabric 105). Their absence may indicate that their production
followed the major expansion of the Oxfordshire potteries in the early decades of the fourth
century. The forms and fabrics which appear to have replaced B.B.l products in the mid-fourth
century onwards, since they dominate the latest groups within the town, are totally absent even
from the layers sealing the building.

Just as there is no pottery dating to the late fourth or early fifth centuries sealing the
dismantled building, there is none even in the uppermost layers of sites CT and CS generally,
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except in the vicinity of the ditch, CT 366, and the graves 720-1 and 729-35. Here there are a
few examples of the later wares, in particular, wheel-made necked jars in shell-tempered
fabrics, Fabric 115. The amount is small, as are the sherds themselves, and their condition
generally suggests the usual weathered and abraided sherds found in ploughsoil. Post-Roman
pottery is equally :is scarce as late Roman, there are nine small rim sherds from gritted jars of
thirteenth- or fourteenth-century date, and the occasional modern sherd. None of the later
material occurs in any of the grave fillings. Their presence is probably as a result of manuring
once the area had reverted to agricultural use.

It is relevant here to compare the dating evidence provided by the pottery with that from the
coins. The coins suggested that the material in the layers pre-dating the building began
accumulating after A.D. 145/61, and that the building cannot have been erected before A.D.
270. The number of Radiates found below the building is very small, which may indicate that
the construction took place comparatively soon after A.D. 270. Occupation could have
extended into the early fourth century, but the absence of actual occupation layers means that
there is no evidence. At least one of the so-called cobbled surfaces which overlay the collapsed
building, was not laid down until after A.D. 310. Ignoring the very large group of Radiates
from the layers above the patches of cobbles, the first group of coins is dated to after A.D. 330.
The absence of these normally common Constantinian issues from below the cobbles probably
indicates that the layers which they post-date had developed between A.D. 310 and 330, at the
latest. The coins present an unexpectedly similar chronological framework to the pottery.

Reservations remain about the date of the use of the area of Trench 8 on site CS for burials,
using only the pottery in CS 72-3 Blayer 7. Burials were already taking place in certain areas of
CS and CT not long after the mid-third century judging by the typology of the B.B.l jar
which accompanied burial 719. One problem so far barely hinted at, is that of the very large
quantities of samian which were found during the excavations of both sites, most usefully in CS
72-3 8 layer 7 and the layers below the building, but generally in all layers but topsoil. The
sherds are large and in fairly good condition, with some wear but no signs of weathering. The
vast majority are Central Gaulish plain forms and are dated to after A.D. 160, they have the
appearance of a selected group of homogeneous sherds, with a negligible amount of intrusive
earlier material and only a slight admixture of East Gaulish sherds, most of which have been
dated as late second or early third century. All of the 46 stamps found fall into the date range
A.D. 135-220, while 19 post-date 160, and all the remaining unidentified stamps, 14, are of
Antonine or late Antonine date. The minimum number of vessels from CS 72-3 8 layer 7 is 49,
and from below the building 139. The samian far outweighs in volume, quality and condition,
all the other fine wares together, i.e, seven vessels from CS 72-3 8 layer 7, and 31 from below
the building. There is no group of coarse wares of comparable date and size to the samian from
the same contexts, although some of the coarse wares could be oflate second century date. As
it stands, the collection suggests that there could be a systematic, but as yet unknown factor at
work during the time when samian was discarded and its fmal deposition in the location from
which it is excavated, which resulted in the accumulation oflarge amounts of samian of limited
date range, in good condition, in contexts alongside pottery in use considerably after the date of
manufacture of the samian itself.

When tracing parallels in groups from sites within the town centre for the 'new' forms and
fabrics which occur in the groups from sites CS and CT, it became apparent that they were
very specific in their findspots, even when they occurred in topsoil. The results of this work are
shown in the graphs, fig. 40, mf. 1/5. Figure 2 in Wacher and McWhirr 1982 shows the
location of all the sites excavated to date in Cirencester. They cover most of the accessible areas
of the Roman town, with most Insulae having been investigated at least once. As controls, the
mortaria from the Oxford potteries were chosen, because of the quantity and the ease of
identification. They were divided into two categories, first, forms made in the second century
in cream ware (Fabric 90), secondly, the versions made in the third and fourth century in
cream, red- and cream-slipped wares (Fabrics 90, 83 and 84). Only sherds where the forms
could be definitely identified were used. The remaining mortaria for the study were in Fabrics
88 and 91, and the products of the unknown centre in the south-west and the Mancetter-
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Hartshill potteries. The graphs mf. 1/5, fig. 40 give the results of the investigation.
The Oxford products of second century date were more specific in their distribution than the

later products. Not only that, they are markedly concentrated, (41%), in a group of layers
traced across the northern end of Insula VI, and used to level-up the site prior to re
development with the construction of a major colonnaded building.

The south-western and Mancetter-Hartshill products have very similar distributions, which is
not surprising since they frequently occur together in groups, whether stratified or not. They
too favour only a limited number of Insulae, in particular IV, V, VI and XII, in which some
areas have been excavated to natural. It is possible that the distribution indicates similar con
temporary events taking place in widely different areas of the town. It also shows that while
much third century rubbish was being dumped outside the town, a lot was being fmally
discarded within the town. While the distribution of the second century Oxford products
coincides with sites which were excavated to very low levels, if not natural, the coincidence is
less marked in the case of the essentially third century mortaria, The later Oxford mortaria have
by far the widest distribution which coincides with that of sites excavated, regardless of the
depth achieved. It is the concentrations which are of interest, particularly those in the vicinity of
the Verulamium Gate, which scarcely figures in the other distributions.

Distributions of this sort can be of great assistance in building-up a framework for the
development of the Roman town in general, and of specific areas within it, but they also
emphasise some of the major problems encountered when dealing with finds from a town.
Whether or not the sites were excavated to natural, the range of finds from an Insula cannot be
assumed automatically to provide a representative cross-section for the town as a whole, nor
even the next Insula. Where thick deposits rich in finds occur it cannot be assumed that they
were derived from the occupation in the immediate area, and so be used to indicate the nature,
density and length of occupation there. In many cases the reverse is the case, and the major
deposits mark the use of the derelict area for rubbish dumping, or else they were brought in to
level up the site prior to re-development, possibly following a period of dereliction.

A full and comprehensive catalogue with illustrations and discussion of all pottery recovered
from CS and CT is contained in microfiche, mf. 1/5, figs 41-51. The group of coarse wares
from layers pre-dating the building, Period I, nos. 42-123, figs. 43-46, has been extracted from
the full report and is published here in conventional format. Fabric classification is discussed mf.
1/5.

PERIOD I - PRE-DATING THE BUILDING

COLOUR-COATED WARES

Imports
42. CT 242. Fabric 80A. Decoration - rouletted band. Late second or early third century.

In addition, a plain body sherd possibly from the same beaker. Central Gaul.
43. CT 158. Fabric 80A - iridescent brown slip. At least one strap handle. Decoration 

routletting. Probably a cup with two handles. Central Gaul. Late second or early third century.
In addition, three body sherds, probably from the same beaker, with white barbotine
decoration, like no. 152. (CT 253; CT 207; CT 267).
Rhenish Imports (not illustrated) - rim and two body sherds from beakers. Fabric 80B. (CT
242).

44. CT 354. Fabric 80A - highly iridescent brown slip. Decoration - at least two bands of
rouletting. Central Gaul. Late second-early third century.
Local products
45. CT 251. Fabric 85 - rough coral slip. Decoration - coarse, pecked rouletting.

The fabric closely resembles self-coloured wares from local sources suggesting that it too is
local, although it cannot be paralleled.
New Forest
46. CT 354. Fabric 82 - metallic purple slip. No evidence of whether decorated or left plain.
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Fulford type 39 or 42, Fulford Fabric (F.F.)1a, (Fulford, 1975, 24).
In addition, sherds from one folded beaker in F.F.la (CT 371). After c. A.D. 280. The
remaining vessels were represented by body sherds (not illusrrated).-
'Castor' wares, Fabric 81 - sherd from 16 different beakers as Gillam 79, dark green slip (1)
(CT 354); Hunt Cup, red-brown slip (1) (CT 354); Hunt Cup or barbotine scroll (2) (CT 315);
folded, with rouletted bands (2) (CT 375; CT 376); base from a large beaker, with a rouletted
band (CT 315); roughcast, brown slip (2); beaker bases (4); body sherds (3) (all CT 354).
Red-brown slip wares, Fabric 86 - roughcast beakers, grog roughcasting (2); folded beaker (1).
Possibly imported since identical examples occur in France. Oxford red-slipped ware, Fabric 83
- body sherd from a flanged bowl as Young form C 51, (1977, 160, fig. 59), base from a bowl,
and rouletted sherds from two beakers (CT 354; CT 315; CT 242). After c. A.D. 270.

MORTARIA

47. CT 354. Fabric 88 - matt cream slip. Typical trituration grit.
In addition, a flange fragment from a mortarium like no. 4 (CT 371).
48. CT 251. Fabric 88 - cream slip, burnished on the rim. Translucent white, grey and

brown trituration grit, with the addition of some opaque grits. Very worn and burnt.
Antonine.
Other examples - CT 371 (1); BC I 8, with an illiterate Mark; DB I (2); Parsonage Field 1959,
CW2, AlB I 3, E5 3; AH I 34, AH I 42 - with illiterate Mark, AH I 43; AL III 8; AK II 9; AM
III 9; CQ XIV 819.

49. CT 315. Fabric 88 - matt cream slip. Typical trituration grit.
50. CT 253. Fabric 88 - thick matt cream slip. Typical trituration grits. Worn. Possibly late

second or first half of the third century.
Other examples - 1971 CY u.s.; DB III 1.
51. CT 246. Fabric 88 - rough matt cream slip. Typical trituration grits. Shows moderate

wear. First half of the third century.
In addition, rim from another identical, very worn (CT 251).
Mancetter-Hartshiil potteries
52. CT 315. Fabric 91 - black grog trituration grit. Broken at the edge of a stamp since the

end of a splodge of brown slip survives. Second century.
53. CT 304. Fabric 91 - mixed black and red grog trituration grit. Not illustrated.
54. CT 242. Fabric 91 - fairly fine red and black grog trituration grit. Well worn. Made

later than A.D. 240, probably A.D. 240-300.
Not very common in Cirencester, other examples AS I 6; CY XVI 8; CR V 3; DH XL 168;
Parsonage Field 1958, CW/58/385.
55. CT 315. Fabric 91 - occasional red-brown grits. Black grog trituration grit. In addition,

rims from two others similar, with mixed red and black grog trituration grit (CT 309; CT 354).
Other examples - CQ VIII 9110; AH I 42; DB VII; Parsonage Field, 1958, CW/58/325.
There are flange fragments from rwo mortaria with deep curved flanges, (CT 315; CT 354), and
a base sherd from another, with mixed red and black trituration grit (CT 375).
Colchester potteries (or possibly Kent)
56. CT 304. Fabric 92 - cream ware. No trituration grit. Identified examples arc rare in

Cirenccster; other examples - Parsonage Field 1958, CW/58/54; 1959, CW 2 E5.
Oxfordshire potteries
Rim sherd from a mortarium like no. 5, in cream ware, Fabric 90. (CT 304). (Not illustrated).
?Imported martaria

57. CT 354. Fabric 94 - cream ware. White and pale brown crystalline trituration grit, with
concentric scoring. Probably first half of the third century.
In addition, a rim fragment from a large mortarium identical to no. 213, Fabric 93, probably
the work of Verecundus (CT 376).
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AMPHORAE (not illustrated)

a. A handle from a Dressel type 20. Fabric 40. South Spanish. An incomplete two-line
stamp along the handle reads EPMACO/ILFRAR, or ]ERACO ]ILFRAR? The reading is
uncertain, and the stamp is not included in Callender, 1965.
b. Sherds, Dressel type 20. Fabric 40. (CT 209).
C.-e. Body shcrds and bases, Dressel, type 30. Fabric 35. (CT 315; CT 354 (2».
f. Sherds, probably from North Africa. (CT 254).

FLASKS AND FLAGONS

58. CT 241. Fabric 96 - well-finished matt rim, vertically burnished neck, horizontally
burnished shoulder.
Other examples - AWl 48.
59. CT 354. Fabric 95 - thin and patchy white slip. The handle was fixed into the body of

the flagon by a tang, a feature of (probably) local products in the second century and cream
slipped wares in the later second and third century.

60. CT 260. Fabric 88 - thick cream matt slip.
Other examples - OK II 4; Parsonage Field, 1959, CW2 A4 5; AF I 4; DL I 13; DL J 11;
DB IV 1.
61. CT 371. Fabric 96 - matt rim, vertically burnished neck. The rings are well executed

and are reminiscent of much earlier products of the late first and early second century. It is
clearly from the same source as the small flask no. 58.
62. CT 260. Fabric 88 - thick matt cream slip.

Other examples - DL VI 9.
63. CT 266. Fabric 88 - thick cream slip, matt rim and handle, vertically burnished neck.

The neck was made separately and luted into the body.
Other examples - Parsonage Field 1958, CW /58/347.
In addition, body shcrds from three vessels with a burnished finish (CT 246; 269; 270), and one
vessel with a matt finish (CT 253).
64. CT 181. Fabric 97 - well-finished matt rim and handle, vertically burnished neck and

shoulder.
Other examples - Parsonage Field 1959, CW2 A9 3.
65. CT 315. Fabric 97 - grey core; orange-buff surfaces. Matt rim and flange; vertical

burnishing on the neck.
In addition, necks from two other examples and a base (CT 315; CT 354).

BOWLS, DISHES AND JARS

66. CT 242. Fabric 111 - dark grey core; orange-brown surfaces, WOOl and vesicular, but
with traces of a burnished finish. The fabric and form fall within the definition of Severn Valley
ware.
67. CT 239. Fabric 98 - originally orange ware, heavily burnt and discoloured.

In addition, sherds from five other bowls in Fabric 98. (CT 315 (3); CT 354 (2».
Other examples - CS burial 319, from the filling of the grave; Parsonage Field, 1959, CW2/
0112.
There are body sherds from a large bowl with at least one handle applied below the pie dish
rim, a typical Severn Valley ware form, Webster type 45, (1976, fig. 8). Fabric 106 - orange
brown micaceous ware.
68. CT 315. Fabric 109 - occasional red grog grits, presumably accidental. Very worn.

Possibly a product of one of the Severn Valley ware potteries.
In addition, sherds from two tankards, like no. 73, in orange Fabric 98.
69. CT 252. Fabric 30 - micaceous. Faceted interior and rim top, smoothly burnished

exterior.
70. CT 260. Fabric 5 - faceted burnished exterior finish and worn interior.
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Fig. 44. Coarse pottery. nos. 66-90



122 CIRENCESTER EXCAVATIONS II

71. CT 260. Fabric 30 - burnished rim top and interior, faceted exterior. Very slight groove
on the top of the rim. Very worn and weathered. Probably local.
72. CT 256. Fabric 98 - blue-grey core; orange surfaces, streaked with grey on the outside,

where burnished, horizontal burnishing at the lip, vertical burnished stripes below.
73. CT 260. Fabric 98 - matt surfaces.
74. CT 304. Fabric 110 - dense ware. Blue core; orange surfaces, with vertical burnishing

on the outside.
In addition, sherds from a tankard in oxidised Fabric 98, (CT 269) and one in reduced Fabric 98
(CT 304).
Other examples - CT 354, identical.

75. CT 304. Fabric 98 - orange ware; rilled matt finish.
76. CT 304. Fabric 20 - with sparse grey grog grits. Roughly smoothed finish. Probably

local, from the potteries near Swindon.
77. CT 252. Fabric 17 - burnished rim top and shoulder, matt neck. A slight cordon at the

base of the rim. A local product. Late second-early third century.
78. CT 253. Fabric 17 - burnished rim top and shoulder. Decoration - probably either

burnished lattice or combed stripes. Second century.
In addition, body sherds from three jars in Fabric 98, decorated with right-angled burnished
lattice.
79. CT 267. Fabric 95 - matt white slip.

In addition, similar rim in Fabric 98, blue-grey (CT 304).
80. CT 239. Fabric 98 - blue-grey ware; burnished rim top, matt neck.
8!. CT 260. Fabric 98 - blue-grey ware; burnished rim top and band on the neck.
82. CT 158. Fabric 98 - dark orange core; light orange surfaces, matt finish. Third century

In addition, rim sherds from similar jars in Fabric 98, blue-grey; Fabric 17, blue-grey; body
sherds from two jars decorated with acute burnished lattice, Fabric 17.
. 83. CT 315. Fabric 98 - brown core; dark blue-grey surfaces. Burnished rim and shoulder.
84. CT 354. Fabric 6B - dark blue-grey core; pale grey cortex; dark blue-grey surfaces.

Burnished rim top and shoulder. Decoration - burnished lines on matt rilled ground.
In addition, a rim sherd from another similar (CT 354), and rims from five other necked jars in
Fabric 6 (CT 195; CT 315 (3); CT 371).
85. CT 253. Fabric 17 - burnished rim top and shoulder.

In addition, rims from three similar, larger jars, in oxidised Fabric 98 (CT 252; CT 254; CT
256; CT 262; CT 266; CT 304 (8)).

86. CT 266. Fabric 98 - orange core; blue-grey surfaces, matt ground with narrow
burnished bands.
In addition, rim shcrds from two other similar jars (CT 266; CT 304).
87. CT 251. Fabric 17 - burnished rim top.

Other examples - CT 300, in Fabric 98; CT 315.
88. CT 260. Fabric 6E - grey burnished rim top, lumpy matt neck. Third century rather

than earlier.
In addition, rim sherd from a similar jar, Fabric 6 (CT 249).
Other examples - Parsonage Field, CW 2, G5. 2.
89. CT 354. Fabric 108 - very worn, no finish survives.

In addition, a rim from a second example. Possibly by-products of the potteries south of
Cirencester, near Swindon.
In addition, rim sherds from at least seven necked jars in oxidised versions of Fabric 98 (CT 315
(3); CT 354 (3)), and 11 necked jars in reduced versions of Fabric 98 (CT 354 (9); CT 371).
90. CT 354. Fabric 6E - grey core; brownish buff surfaces, with grey patches. Burnished

rim top, neck and shoulder.
91. CT 239. Fabric 30 - matt finish. Decoration - two interlocking burnished scrolls.
92. CT 252. Fabric 41 - grey core; brown with dark grey-black surfaces, rilled matt interior

and lip, exterior smoothed with matt band at the lip edge.
93. CT 256. Fabric 20 - matt finish.
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94. CT 251 & 253. Fabric 98 - hard ware. Grey core at the lip; dark orange-brown ware,
with a matt rilled finish.
In addition, knobs from two other lids in orange-brown Fabric 98. (CT 251; CT 304).
Black Burnished Ware - B.B.l (Fabric 74 - hand-made, unless stated otherwise)
95. CT 271. Burnished interior and lip. Decoration - burnished interlocking arcs un matt

ground.
96. CT 239. Burnished interior. Decoration - smoothed exterior with burnished inter

locking arcs and scribble burnishing on the underside.
97-99. CT 251; CT 267; CT 253. Burnished interior. Decoration - smoothed exterior with

burnished interlocking arcs.
In addition, rims from 34 other platters (CT 165; CT 158; CT 242 (2); CT 246; CT 251 (2); CT
252 (2); CT 260 (4); CT 266; CT 269; CT 271; CT 304 (10); CT 354 (5); CT 371 (3».
100-106. CT 251; CT 262; CT 252; CT 267; CT 251; CT 253; CT 267. Burnished rim top and
interior. Decoration - faceted exterior with burnished interlocking arcs.
In addition, rim sherds from 29 different dishes (CT 158; CT 172; CT 195; CT 242; CT 249;
CT 251 (3); CT 252 (2); CT 253 (3); CT 254; CT 256; CT 260; CT 266 (2); CT 304; CT 315 (2);
CT 354 (6); CT 371 (2».
107. CT 253. Burnished rim top and interior. Decoration - smoothed exterior, burnished
lattice.
108. CT 260, Burnished rim top and interior. Decoration - crudely smoothed exterior with
interlocking burnished arcs. The angle of the rim suggests that it could be from a carinated
bowl.
In addition, rims from three other dishes (CT 197; CT 242; CT 315).
109. CT 242. Burnished rim, very worn interior. Decoration - smoothed exterior with inter
locking burnished arcs.
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In addition, rims from six dishes (CT 242 (3); CT 253; CT 315; CT 354).
110. CT 252. Highly burnished inside and outside rim, and shoulder.
In addition, rim from a second example. (CT 253).
111. CT 253. Light blue-grey.
112. CT 260. Decoration - right-angled burnished lattice on a rough matt ground. Rim from
another (CT 254).
113. CT 256.

In addition, rims from 8 jars similar to Gillam 124, (CT 250; CT 252; CT 253; CT 256; CT 267;
CT 315 (2); CT 254); three similar to Gillam 127 (CT 241; CT 260; CT 354); 15 jars like Gillam
119 (CT 158; CT 195 (2); CT 197; CT 251; CT 253 (3); CT 315; CT 354 (4); CT 371 (2»; 'l ljars
similar to Gillam 135 (CT 315 (2); CT 354 (9»; two jars similar to Gillam 36 (CT 315 (2».
114-115. CT 250; CT 246.
In addition, at least 16 other similar jars (CT 171; CT 181; CT 246; CT 252 (2); CT 260; CT 266
(2); CT 267; CT 271; CT 304 (6».
116. CT 266. Decoration - lightly burnished lattice on rough matt ground.
117. CT 252 & 232. Decoration - obtuse burnished lattice on rough matt ground.
118. CT 252. Decoration - burnished right-angled lattice on rough ground.
119-120. CT 241; CT 239.

121. CT 251. Decoration - burnished obtuse lattice.
122-123. CT 242; CT 252. Hand-made.
In addition, rims from 16 similar jars (CT 181; CT 158; CT 165; CT 242 (3); CT 250 (2); CT
251 (3); CT 267; CT 271; CT 304 (3». Excluding the illustrated examples, there are sherds from
11 jars decorated with obtuse burnished lattice (CT 158; CT 181; CT 242 (2); CT 260; CT 262;
CT 266; CT 267; CT 304; CT 315; CT 371); Sherds from 10 jars decorated with right-angled
lattice (CT 181; CT 250 (2); CT 252 (4); CT 253; CT 256 (2); CT 260; CT 267); sherds from
two jars decorated with acute lattice (CT 250; CT 253).


